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A CRIT-QUE OF THEORETICAL
CONTRIBUTIONS IN INSTRUCTIONAL COHNUNICATION

God only knows, IlVt spent a good many sleepless nights wondering about what

parents might say if they entered a basic communication course and discovered their

angelic daughter groping with some lusting undergraduate male in the "Between the

Sheets" exercise. By the same token, the same person on high knows that Ilvt tossed

and turned a good many nights as I've tried to imagine what parents might say if.they

entered the same course and found their blue -eyed male child who had never been

clbser to a black than the pages of an old issue of National asasa shouting

obscenities at some fictitious slumlord as he convincingly role - played the first.

born of Huey Newton.

Mile they might say "and for this we pay 1500 big ones a year," I think I can

conclude with some degree of certainty that one wouldn't turn to the other and say,

"Aha..you see, dear, Professor Smith employs the cr

\
tive, experiential, concep

tualization and concept formation through inductive reasoning with existential

implications method of teaching communication." The point I'm trying to make here

is about as subtle as Richard Nixon's offer of the
Directorship of the F.B.I. to

Federal Judge Batt Byrne while he was presiding over the trial of Daniel Ellsberg.

!Uglier education is currently being attacked on the grounds that it has never been

accountable to the 190 million people or so who support it. And the attackers

have made it perfectly crystal clear that those of us involved with higher

education had better make ourselves accountable if we are to expect the monetary

and attitudinal support that we have enjoyed in the past to continue.

(low, in my mind, the issue of accountability holds important implications

for those ,) us in the business of human communication. Because we tl:'aditionally

have been vulnerable to this kind of attack. And lately, I've come to the conclusion

that we are presently and particularly vIlnerable in terms of our classroom

pedavg:;.

So, it was with somegmeasure of excitation that I approached the task of

;
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reading and evaluating Professors Cheatham end Ericksonts survey concerning the

extent to which "so called" communication games are being used in our communication

classroom.

To begin with, then, I would like to congratulate Professors Cheatham and

Erickson for taking on an issue that needed to be confronted. Mile they do not

come right out and say it I was left with the impression that they were both

concerned with whether or not the numerous communication games and simulations

that are being used in our classrooms are pedagogically justified. I share and

applaud that concern.

Toward that end, the authors surveyed a sample of the Speech Communication

Association membership. The survey itself was designed to elicit member responses

to a number of questions concerning the use and justification of communication

games in the classroom. I think, for the most part, these'questions were

conceptually sound. But I have some reservations about whether the survey was

designed in such a way that unequivocal answer or answers representative of

communication educators to the most significant questions could realistically be

obtained. For example:

Jhich type of itamel are utilized? In my mind, an unequivocal or representative

answer to this question was impossible for two reasons. First, the authors arbi..

trarily (I think) limited the number and types of games available to the respondent.

llow are we to know, then, whether the response is a true indicant of the most

widely utilized games or an indicant of the most widel utilized games among those

available to the respondent?

The answ r, quite simply, is that we do not know because we can't be certain

that the five tlypes of games available to respondents constitute a representative

sample of the universe ci games that are presently available. Second, the types of

game:, available to the respondnet were semantically rich. That is, I think they

may ve-:y well have elicited differential meaning from the respondents. To infer,

consequently, that the 293 respondents indicating they used reality simulation

te"
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held identical meaning for the comccpt is unwarranted, and, therefore, the responses

are uninterpreteble.,

qll do instructors use communication ,,ames? The same criticism's are applicable

to the response's to this question. Again, the authors artitrarily limited the

number of rationale factors available to respondents. Upon what basis? Again,

there is no guarantee that these rationale factors elicited identical or even

similar meaning in the minds of the respondents. Their oun,datc, in fact, support

this concludion. The responses to the open ended questionnaire item, for e:cample,

do not necessarily "echo" the most frequent response to the question of why

(because they are a superior method of clarifying); although the authors have

intel-preted their as such. low am I or anyone else who reads the paper to know

whether the ituthors' interpretation of one subject's response that "en ounce of

experience is worth a ton of talk" or another's that "learning to-do by doing" is

accurate in this regard? In short, two responses that possibly "echo" the most

frequently chosen rationale factor do not warrant the conclusion that is drawn

(sec pg. 4).
1

How do instructors evaluate students' participation in communication ^,ames?

While the preceding criticism also apply here, I would like to say something about

the functional utility of the responses to this question. Given the nature of the

questionnaire item and the limitations in the types of responses that could be

elicited, the authors 7.:Ire 711or_"or lc forcd t..) conclude litt12 h,2yon1 the fact

that all typos of evaluation methodologies are used; either by themselves or in

conjunction with others. Mile I don't mean to sound denigrating, I can't help

but wonder whether the responses to this question are pedagogically useful. I

think they could have :)cen .... that is, if the questionnaire item had been designed

in such a wy that It ,:oA(1 have enabled the authors to conclude something about

the specific type and form of evaluation whether it he peer, instructor, pencil.

paper, or some combination of evaluative techniques. /Aso, this kind of information,

when coupled with the 1:.fcmation whiq:1 the authors did receive, might have been
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useful for comparative purposes.

Mich communication concep ts are currently being taut through communication

dunes? The question of meaninL; is particularly significant to this questionnaire

item. For example, did the authors define in the questionnaire what they meant by

"concept?" If they didn't then how can they be sure that the 63 respondents

satin; nonverbal communication or any other topic area had the same concept in

mind? 1702 example, while the concept nonverbal communication could mean communicatinL

without verbal symbols in general, it could also mean communication through the use

of body, space, time, or touch. But againvwe really have no reliable way of

knowing this.

while I think that these criticisms also speak to the question regarding

criteria or selecting a particular 3:e, I would like to ,.cove on to some nethodo+

i6gical issucis.

SV.I111 1 e I question whether the sample utilized in this study was represcnta

tive of the meribership of the 'filet do we know, for e=mple, about the poru+

lation from which the sample was drawn? Probar,ly very little beyond, the fact that

it is highly heterojenous made up of a number divisions with divergent

interests, methods, and pedagogical goals Since we do not know whether there are

differences I)etween these divisions as a function of teaching style or other releJnnt

varie)les, it is inappropriate to collapse across these divisions to derive one

population. Yet, that is e:tactly what occurred in this survey. The mem7.ership of

the 3Ci, was treated as one population when it may very well be that th.. GC:, is made

u2 o' many lifierent populations. as a result, a stratified sample may have been

more e2projriate than a random sample.

Construction of the suestionnaire items. Inch of the criticism in te first

part of thi5 criticue is predicated on the assemptIon that the questionnaire items

used in thin survey were intuited rather than derived in some systematic fashion

(e.g., indedeudent panel of e;:onrtr,). If that is in 2_,Ict the case, then surveyor

bia, severely mitigates again:.t the teprescntativen " ns o: the response'; to the''

0
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questionnaire.

The items themselves. I can sympathize with the difficulties two researchers

automatically impose upon themselves when they decide to conduct a large scale survey.

As a result, I ctn understand why the authors strived to make the rack of completing

the questionnaire as easy as possible. However, when they assume this kind of

research postnre,they also run the risk of compromising the representativeness of

their survey results. For example, I am somewhat puzzled by t7..ekr decision to employ

items toat were limited to categorical replies as well as their failure to ask

respondents to rank order their replies where appropriate
(e.g., questions 2, 4, 59

5, and C). I think the meaningfulness of the survey results could have been sig..

nificantly enhanced if the questionnfiire items had been constructed in such a way

that Interval data could have been obtained or, if this were impossible (I don't

think it is), to have respondents rank-order their replies.

Attitude Scales. Finally, one item attitude scales such as those employed in

this study are notoriously unreliable (Kerlinger, 1954). As a result, the responses

to these scales may not be representative of teacher, student, or colleague attitudes

concerning communication games. That is unfortunate because represnetative findings

in this regard would have been very useful.

In sum, I think the authors started out with some good questions that needed

0

to be answered, but failed to design their survey in such a way that they could

obtain representative answers to the questions. However, in my mind, that is what

research is all about. 'le learn in a function of both our successful studies and

our not so successful studies. in my case, the latter LI much more true than

the :armor.

In closing, I hope you find at least part o this constructive. It has not

been my intention to attack but to probe and I hope the preceding criticism is so

perceivecl. Anyway, I think a duplication o: their effort is warranted and that

they should be applauded for attempting to study something that is very difficult

to nail (own.
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I think its. Naynel paper concerning the implementation of a mastery learning

system of instruction also has something to say about the state of our communication

classroous. On the whole, there is very little to quarrel about with respect to

the intentions of this paper. ilastery learning is indeed a desirable instructional

approach . one that is compatible with both the goals of teachers and the current

holders of the purse strings hiding behind the banner of accountability. And I

agree with Cs. Haynes' conclusion that time constraints imposed by the academic

calendar do not or should not preclude tha possibility of implementing mastery

learnin; in any classroom.

I; criticism of the paper, consequently, is not so much concerned with what

Il Ilayncs did advocate as with what she did not advocate. But let me eeplain.

In the eginnieg of this paper, I think some .rnwaeranted conclusions are dean

conclusions that ie my mind might prove misleading for the naive reader. And I

think they set the tone of the entire paper. For eeample, consider the following

conclusions taken from the first pace of Us. Haynes' paper:

"Ia actuality, there are two ways to set up a mastery learning system."

To paraphrase, one in which the students are allowed unlimited time to

acquire certain skills and one in which students, depending on their

individual skills, attempt to acquire varying within a constant .

amount of time.

"Varying the number of skills to be acquired is particularly appropriate

to classes such as public speaking, where teachers recognize.the difference

stu:ents' ea)abilitTd? and Co not b-enoct ell, to iecc_h_the same fleeree

A number of things need to be said regarding the preceding statements. First,

they are highly misleading if not incorrect. ies a case in point, there are several

modirications or mastery learning systems . any of which can be effective if Sys..

tematicalte developed. But that is not nearly as troublesome as the second con

elusion in which Haynes asserts that public speaking feachees somehow oe the

other are better equip;:ed than other kinds of teachers to assess student abilities

and are perhaps more sensitive to the fact that students shouldn't be e : :pected to

achieve at the same level. Aside from the Cact that this conclusion seems to be

4.3
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inconsistent with one goal of mastery learning .. i.e., having all students meet a

high criterion level . it is contrary to that one would be led to believe on the

basis of research. Experiments concerned with the so called "expectancy effect,"

for example, suggest that teachers are more than capable of erroneously judging a

student's ability and that these erroneous judgments often impact on a student's

achievement throughout a course (Rosenthal and Jacobson, 196C; Udichenbaum, Bowers,

and Ross, 1969; Hubovits aT1 Usher, 1971). If that were not enough, there is

considerable evidence in support of the notion that teachers often mistake physical

or psychological disabilities that may impair achievement for something they are

not (Silverman, 1953). Ldmittadly, this research did not focus on speech teachers

specifically. But why should ,I or any other reader of this paper conclude that

public speaking teachers are exempt from making bad judgments?

'ant I am attempting to say here is that the preceding conclusions misrepresent

the facts. And I think this kind of misrepresentation occurs throughout the paper.

'Thy is that? Tell, in answer to my own question, I think Us. Haynes made a very

conscious attempt to explain mastery learning and how it might be implemented in

such a way that the naive reader would not be bowled over by the jargonese o: the

instructional technologists. That is to be applauded. But in the process, I think

she over simplified both mastery learning and the task of implementing mastery

learning in any classroom . regardless of the subject matter being taught. Thus,

I am somewhat afraid that a naive teacher might read this paper, conclude that he

or she has an adequate understanding of mastery learning, and decide to iiupleraent

a mastery lr-arr.ing system in accordance with the dictates of the paper. But the

truth of Cle matter is that he or she wouldn't have an adequate unde:standing

because Cle paper ;ails to address some crucial issues concerning mastery learning

that are inherent to its understanding.

Let's begLn with the issue of why mastery learning is superior to other

pedagogical approaches. In my mind, the advantage o,". any mastery learning program

is that ;t requires students to master a specified number of behaviors judged to be
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essential to the subject at hand. By master, however, I am not talking about

students achieving a "C" or "C.", which Ms. Haynes, I assume, thinks is proof

enough of mastery. Instead, I am talking about students meeting some specified

criterion, usually somewhere in the neighborhood of CO per cent of the specified

attributes of the behavior. Lnd that, quite frankly, is why mastery learning can

be a superior pedagogical approach. Its purpose is not simply to eliminate

failure, but to ma;:imize successes and a Cu or "C." is not an indicant of success.

But this brings up yet another issue that Ls. 'Laynes failed to address or warn

her readers about.

A mastery learning system is only as good as the criterion. referenced system

of grading that accompanies it. And good criterion.referenced
systems of grading

are about as easy to come up with as truly non.se;:ist males. And this is true

in hard science subject matters much less public s

think it Tras her duty to warn the readers that if

caking courses. In short, I

hey couldn't establish a

reliable and valid eriterion.referenced grading s-ittem that it would be a waste

of both their and their students' time to attempt to fOrmulate and implement a

mastery learning sy'te7.1 of instruction.

The issue of grading is further confounded by the way in which a teacher

decides which behaviors are essential to the development of his or her students.

Heedless to say, I don't think that a teacher should rely solely on e;:perience

when it comes down to deciding which behaviors all students must master. That

this suggests, then, is that a teacher approach this task in some systematic

fashion .. perhaps an audit or ta;:onomyfof essential behaviors. If they do not,

again something Us. Haynes failed to warn about, there is no guarantee that the

behavior; they require students to master are worth mastering.

FiLally, I think teachers would be doing their students a tremendous dis

service if they attempted to intuit "the strengths and needs o"- students, identi*

lying students for academic groupings and to serve as leaders of groups." Teac1,,7s

tr
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have chout the sane reliability in this regard as one.item measuremnet scales.

-As'a result, I thin;: teachers would be better advised to seek out e3:isting diagnostic

measures of learning
variables, predispositions toward varying in.;tructional methods and content, anti

certainly levels of apprehension associated with oral communication. I make

mention of the latter because my own' research suggest:, that learner history may

significantly effect conattve and affective behaviors in the type of instructional

system that you advocate. By assessing them prior to entering the instructional

system, a teacher is placed in the advantageous position of being able to control

them.

In s'im, I do not disagree with what is said in the paper. I object, quite

simply, to what is not said in the paper ... and rat could ea:aly be rectified.

Before turning to the Todd et. al. paper, I would like to say something about

',:met Bill some seven yea_s ago while we were both undergraduates at

California State University at Long Beach. Unlike me, Bill was e:ttremely con.

cientious as an undergraduate so much so, in fact, th t Tom Young and I had

to drag him by t:,e hair after classes to partake of the hops. After receiving

this paper, which was difficult to carry mucilless critiques I am convinced that

he hasn't changed.

Hy comments about this review of the diffusion literature are based on the

following criteria:

1. Ins the review comprehensive?

2. "1as the review well written, organized, and documented?

3. Int, the review critical in nature or was it a simple: summary of research?

4. /as the review systematic; that is, in the sense that it organized research

-0.1ch a way that it might suggest postulJtes or principles, laws, or

theory?

5. ;n:; the review heuristic?

Criterion 1. I think I can safely say that this review is ,I1) comprehensive,
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if not more so, than any review it has been my pleasure to read. I think the author

are to be commended, moreover, for attempting to integrate
literature that in the

past has only been tangetially related to research concerning the diffusion of

innovations, with literature reviewed in extant sources such asRogers and Shoemaker

Criterion 2. Given the unusual format of this review, I think the authors did

an admirable job of writing. It is by no means an easy task to synthesize literatur

and present'it in a comprehensible manner mm something I think a good many people

in this diScipline overlook. By the same token, the task of abstracting a study,

think - piece, or review so that they remain semantically intact is far from being

a push -over. And to a large extent, I think that this review tali mOre than

satisfactory with respect to both tasks.

the organization of the paper set well with me, I think it could con-

ceivably get in the way of the content for some readers. Why is that? ?Jell, a

review of the literature organized such as this is far from typical. And I am

afraid that some readers might be turned -off to it because they are unaccustomed

to processing information as it appears in this paper. Speculative as that

initially may seem, I think it is tenable. As a result, the authors might want

to subject portions of the content to measures of readability and/or satisfaction.

ily 01111 research, though still in the exploratory stages, suggests that various

.

methods of presenting content elicits differential levels of satisfaction and

that there may be some causal linkage between satisfaction and comprehension.

deedless to say, the paper is well documented.

Criterion 3. In my mind, there arc at least two ways to look at the question

of what constitvces a critical review of the literature. The perspective that I

have generally subs;ribed to is rather straightforward: a critical review of the

literature is one in which the works that arc revi,fwed are conceptually and

operationally critiqued. In e:fect, this means that the reviewer make: editorial

comments about the thesis or rationale of a particular work, whether statements

concerning possible relationchipa n e augge:ted as a function of the thesis or

r.
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rationale, whether appropriate methodologies are employed in the effort to discern

the nature of these relationships, and finally, whether the preceding have been

dope in such a way that the claims, (knowledge or otherwise) made in the work are

0

justified. Ii my estimation, this review of the literature is not critical in

this sense.

But as I said before, there is at least one other type oi critical review.

This second perspective seems to be predicated oh the assumption that if one decides

to review only that which is appropriate to the needs at hand, he or she has

enga:,;ed in a critical process. I think this paper conforms to this description

much more than the preceding one and, I think this is a possible limitation

in it. 8

Criterion 4 and Criterion 5. Dye decided to collapse these two because I

think that if you ifave met one, then the conclusion that you have met the other

is inescapable.

ilow, I would like to sny that this review is anything but systematic. By

doing so, I mirSot Je able to shield myselr from the accusation that this critique

is inocuous. But alas, I can't. The paper is not only siftematie in thrust, it

As systematic by design. r think that this is perhaps the true strength of

the pnper. The authors have formulated a model based upon weak'hesf,os or e:dsting

models, perused the literature in,the attempt to support the model, and kept

intrct or revised certain aspects of the model as a function o: the perusal.

.f Finally, I think the review is heurqstie in the sense that the supporting

literature suggests causal linkages between variables in the diffusion process.

At the ,,amc time, however, I do not think that th(se causal linkages or, perhaps

moze nppropcirtely, the relationships between the variables e,:plicated throughout

the v-rious .stnes oi the model were made explicit enough. If ,hey hnd been, I

think the revic7) aho the model could have been significantly extended so much

so, in [a_t, that principles or propw,itiohs conternin6 the dijriv.,ion oi educationr1
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innovations would not be left to the deductive prowess of the reader. In shorts

I think the 411bchl and review in of it have real' theoretic implicz..tions;

that is if Aors take full advantage of the implicit relationships the

i

model and review currently suggest. If they do not, moreover, I think they run
%

cthe risk of aliening a "so what" response from ninny of those who might have the

most to gain from reading this paper. t

f.s a final note, I would like to say something about the papers on this panel'

in too. In my mind, each makes an honest attempt to =plain, modify, or =tend
. .

..OMP

the paraneters of human communication instruction. And since I think that human
r

communication theory's real import is in the classroom, I find these attempts not

only admirable, but worthy of modeling.

,ar


